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I used to find buying vintage gear was like a lottery: sometimes you get lucky and the item arrives as described, but often 

this isn’t the case. Too many delicate synths get damaged due to poor packing or careless couriers. I sent a flightcase for the 

seller to ship my mint Juno 60, but he left the mains plug loose inside, which dented the pristine front panel and cracked the 

arpeggiator board. Finding the right tech to service or repair old gear was always tricky, but today it’s become near-impossible. 

We’ve lost a good many engineers over the years and nowadays few seem to possess the right combination of experience, 

technical know-how, and the essential time/business management skills required to run a reliable repair service. When it’s 

time to move your gear on, you want to ensure it goes to the right home and happens with a minimum of disruption, and that 

you receive a fair price in return. I have always loved old equipment - it is the beating heart of Soundgas - sharing the joy and 

inspiration in discovering and using vintage gear that works.

VINTAGE GEAR THAT WORKS...

AT SOUNDGAS WE SOURCE, 
SERVICE & SUPPLY

THE VERY BEST
in classic, vintage & exotic electronic 

instruments & recording equipment. 

Music runs through our veins - we’re 

passionate about sound and are 

committed to delivering  exceptional 

service to our customers worldwide.

Approaching thirty years of experience buying, restoring and 

maintaining vintage gear - initially for my studio, and latterly for 

Soundgas - has informed the ethos that is at the heart of what we 

do. We are musicians and gear enthusiasts first and foremost, and 

understand how to deliver exceptional service to our customers. From 

the excitement and inspiration that comes from choosing the right 

piece for your sound and workflow, to the gear becoming part of your 

studio/set-up, we’re here to support you on your creative journey.

“The Space Echo came from Soundgas - their stuff just works”

— Adrian Utley

“I’ve bought a number of items from Soundgas recently, and have 

been really impressed with their service. It takes the stress out of buy-

ing vintage gear to know it’s been properly (and faithfully) serviced 

or restored. Their after-sales service has also been exemplary. Highly 

recommended.” — David Wrench

2. ReStore

We source the best in classic, 

vintage and esoteric instruments

 and studio equipment from 

around the world.

1. Source

We inform, educate and inspire

via social media & our website so

you can make the right decision.

We are committed to training &

educating the next generation of

technicians to meet your gear’s

future maintenance needs.

3. Show
Our experience ensures we can 

securely deliver the very best 

gear worldwide.

4. Supply

When you buy from us, you 

become part of the Soundgas 

family with access to our 

knowledgebase, tech support 

and after sales service.

5. Support

We are expert sellers: when

you want something new, or

no longer need a particular

piece, we can exchange it

or broker/sell on commission,

allowing you to concentrate on

doing what you do best with a

minimum of disruption.

6. Sell

We use only the best technicians 

to ensure that everything 

you buy from us is in superb 

working order - guaranteed to 

function as described.

Introducing the Soundgas Gear Lifecycle: at its heart is our 

dedication to helping you achieve sonic satisfaction.
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Tony: “Why do I love Space Echoes so much? In short, I was a teenager 

when the dreads and punks came together - the Clash’s dub b-sides, 

Steel Pulse, Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry, ‘Bela Lugosi’s Dead’ by Bauhaus - I 

was mesmerised by the sound of tape delays. I love all Roland’s tape 

echoes, but the mighty RE-201 both embodies the sound of dub as well 

as being a go-to studio workhorse no matter what the source signal. I 

never tire of ‘playing’ a Space Echo... 

TONY’S LIFELONG FASCINATION 
WITH MECHANICAL ECHOES IS ONE OF 

THE CORNERSTONES OF SOUNDGAS.

Our passion means we leave no corner of the world 

unexplored in our unending search to bring you 

the very best in vintage gear.

FIND US AT SOUNDGAS.COM

“Finally, a company that tracks down all those brilliant curiosities that 

bring so much character and personality to a studio.”

— Matthew Herbert

“The space echo made its way to me it looks and sounds beyond 

dreams, thanks guys for your great service and communication”

— Julius Bonson

 I’ve been using and buying Binsons for nearly a quarter of a century 

and I’ve probably bought and heard more Echorecs than anyone living 

in the English-speaking world. The sound of a well-restored/main-

tained valve Echorec is sonically peerless. My first Binson is still in our 

studio it’s very worn and for many years only made strange noises, the 

like ofwhich I’ve never heard before or since - but I’ve kept it all these 

years because of its character. My Echorec 2 and Baby Binson are two 

of my absolute studio essentials; the preamps alone are magical.
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Only the most talented experienced techs make the grade 

at Soundgas. Our engineers have wide-ranging expertise: 

we will ensure your equipment is serviced by the right 

technician for the job.

The Doctor’s surgery. Dr Huw is our main in-house technician at

Soundgas HQ. BBC-trained and with many years’ experience on the

road with top flight artists, Huw’s deep knowledge and attention to

detail are the hallmark of the Soundgas service department. 

In summer 2018 James Walker joined us to head our synth tech dept. 

We are committed to training the next generation of techs to ensure 

the gear we all love will be looked-after well into the future. 
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WE HAVE SPENT MANY 
YEARS FINDING AND 
WORKING WITH THE 
BEST TECHNICIANS 
IN THE WORLD.

"Soundgas offer a great service, sourcing esoteric gear that works 

great."— Tom Rowlands, Chemical Brothers

“If you are a vintage audio gear head then this is the place you have 

been looking for all your life. Pretty much any piece of classic or obscure 

kit that you are after is available here, recommend signing up for their 

newsletter as you get to find out whats available before it even goes up 

on line. But the clincher for me is that the gear they sell has been restored 

by their top techs  And the way they package the gear to ship to you is 

very reassuring, its worth it knowing your purchase isn’t gonna get dam-

aged en route unless a tank rolls over it.” 

—  Lincoln Barrett, High Contrast
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All our equipment is extensively re-tested and cleaned before making

its way to the packing room. The Soundgas logo on the back of

your machine shows that it has been through our workshops; signed 

warranty certificates guarantee our commitment to quality.

We recycle as much packaging as possible and only partner with

the best delivery companies. Every item is packed with great care to

ensure it arrives as it should. If something does go wrong, we make it

right with a minimum of disruption to you.
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We are here to help you find the right piece of gear for your 
sound. Whether you want to know the differences between 
the various Roland Space and Chorus Echoes (or how they 

compare to a Korg Stage Echo), which Juno or Jupiter is the 

one for you, or which drum machine fits your workflow, the 
Soundgas team are on hand.

We have over two decades’ experience in finding 

and safely shipping wild, rare and exotic vintage 

gear worldwide. We scour the globe to find the 

very best for our customers. Join us on our journey 

of exploration and discovery - we’re constantly 

unearthing new sonic treasures.

“Packed with love and care. A stampede couldn’t have crushed this 

thing. Works great and sounds like a dream. I love you soundgas.”

—Ben Van Vlissingen

"When you are spending big money of vintage gear it's nice to have the 

confidence of impeccable service, sales and support... some of the best 

in the industry! Impeccable people, incredible equipment… my poor 

poor fiancé :("  — James DLR/Metalheadz

SONIC SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
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WHEN IT’S TIME TO SAY GOODBYE… 

Your gear will sell via the Soundgas list and website, and relevant

external sales channels such as eBay and Reverb, and be featured on

our social media feeds. We can deal with all aspects of selling on your

behalf, from collection through to final payment.

— See the site for details.

Allow us to take the hassle out of selling your gear via our 

commission and brokerage service. We do all the heavy 

lifting, leaving you free to concentrate on what you do best.

“The perfect place to hear, learn about and then buy your most wanted 

piece of vintage music gear! I have just acquired the rare Elka Drummer 

One drum machine and couldn’t be more pleased: I’ve not only man-

aged to buy a rare piece of equipment I really wanted, but I have the 

guarantee it’s been serviced, and I got it from people who are clearly 

passionate and knowledgeable about what they do, as well as super 

friendly and responsive by email. Thoroughly recommended!"”

—  Cecile Schott / Colleen
Commission sales are on consignment: we are selling on your behalf, 

so must hold the item here. We need to test, clean, photograph, pack 

and send the gear we sell, and do so to our high standards - our 

reputation rests on this. If a problem arises post-sale, we need to be 

able to deal with it swiftly. Our buyers expect nothing less, and we aim 

to exceed their expectations. If you prefer your equipment to remain 

with you, or it’s not practical to ship to us, then our brokerage service 

is the answer.

My promise to you is that Soundgas will take the drama and

stress out of finding the right vintage equipment for your
sound. We source, service and supply the very best in classic,

esoteric and downright weird gear so you spend more time

making music. If it goes wrong, we fix it - no drama. When
you’re done, we move it on. No drama, no fuss: great service

guaranteed.

Once your gear is safely arrived, we are on hand for any advice you 

may require on use or maintenance. Soundgas gear is always welcome 

back for future servicing or repair, either in house, or with one of our 

approved technicians.

Our extended warranty New for 2018. We are introducing an extended 

warranty option on our space echos; see the website or get in touch 

with us at Soundgas HQ for more details.

THE JOY OF SONIC ADVENTURE

“Our studio is always searching for that “little something” to make a 

track stand out. Soundgas keeps on coming up with the right stuff. We 

check your list daily.” — Elliot Mechanic, Mechanicland Studio Montreal

“I purchased a completely overhauled vintage valve Binson Echorec 2 

T7E. Tony and his team did an amazing job during every step of

the purchase - from answering my questions before I decided to buy

it, to keeping me updated while they were getting it just right, to

post-delivery technical support. They packaged it extremely well and

it arrived here in Ohio safe and sound. The echo sounds absolutely

stunning, and it’s extremely inspiring to work with. I definitely feel that

buying from a company with as much Binson experience as Soundgas

was a great decision.” — Matt Morton



DON’T JUST
TAKE OUR

WORD FOR IT

Thanks guys for this

beautiful minimoog...

sounds really good and was a great pleasure 

dealing with you..and hanging out talking about 

old gear..obviously a passion of yours."

—Adrian Utley

Soundgas has an 

unbelievable selection...

of the cool, old stuff that’s hard to find. Tony 

knows his stuff and goes out of his way to make 

sure the transaction is a smooth one. Thanks 

guys!” — Tucker Martine, Flora Recording

Soundgas for me is

a route to obtain...

the sounds in your head and the sounds that 

colour your record collection. True classic vintage 

units and a whole bunch of obscure hard to find 

boxes of joy that would fit in to any studio. I first 

came across them while looking for a Grampian 

636 reverb unit. The customised unit I purchased 

exceeded my expectations and has a sound of 

it’s own! What more could you ask for. Not many 

people offer such a range of well restored classic 

studio equipment, and friendly knowledgeable 

staff are always a good thing.” — Al Breadwinner, 

The Breadwinners/The Bakery Studio
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 with everything you never knew you wanted, but 

this time you don't have to panic about winning 

the bid, and you can rest assured that your vintage 

and rare wobbly sound device will turn up on 

time and in one piece and possibly in even better 

condition that when it left the workshop. Soundgas 

- literally amazing" Josh Lloyd-Watson & Tom 

McFarland / Jungle

of gear but Tony has toys I didn’t even know 

existed, gotta love Soundgas!” — Paul Godfrey, 

Morcheeba

“I thought I hoarded the 

holy Grail...

Imagine the perfect 

eBay...

the transaction and incredibly helpful and 

knowledgeable!!! If you're looking for an expert 

on vintage equipment and Binson Echorecs this is 

the guy to work with!! Unit is superb and sounds 

fantastic!! Thanks, Tony!!" — Mike Nelson

Tony was a pleasure 

throughout...



Old Vicarage 21c Coasthill, Crich, Matlock, DE4 5DS

Mon-Friday 9.00am-5.00pm GMT

0044 1773 856475

01773 856475

Address:

Opening Hours:

Phone Number (Outside UK):

Phone Number:

tony@soundgas.com

www.soundgas.com

Follow us:

Email:

Website:

@soundgasltd

@superSonicGear

/soundgas-ltd

/soundgas.ltd




